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Abstract
The concept lattice corresponding to a context may be alternatively specified
by means of attribute implications. One outstanding problem in formal concept
analysis and other areas is the study of the equivalences between a given set of
implications and its corresponding basis (notice that there exists a wide range of
approaches to basis in the literature). In this work we introduce a method to provide a Duquenne-Guigues basis corresponding to the minimal generators and their
closed sets from a context.
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Introduction

The main goal of Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) is to identify the relationships between sets of objects and sets of attributes using information from a cross table. The
derivation operators establish a Galois connection between the power sets of objects
and attributes which generates a complete lattice, the so-called concept lattice.
One obvious goal in this framework is to remove redundancy and obtain a minimal basis. The most widely approach comes from the notion of Duquenne-Guigues
Basis [4] also called stem base. This basis is minimal with respect to the number of
implications, i.e. if some implication is removed from the basis, there exist valid and
non-redundant implications which are valid in the dataset and cannot be inferred from
the new reduced basis using Armstrong’s Axioms.
In [2], the authors presented an algorithm to obtain all the minimal generators and
their corresponding closures. From that information it is possible to build a set of
implications which mimics exactly the underlying concept lattice, by using a minimal
generator as antecedent and its corresponding closure as consequent. Obviously, this
set can be somehow minimized, obtaining what is called a basis; in this paper, we will
focus on the Duquennes-Guigues basis.
Specifically , a method is introduced to calculate a Duquenne-Guigues basis from
all closed sets and their minimal generator.
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TIN2011-28084, and TIN12-39353-C04-01 of the Science and Innovation Ministry of Spain, co-funded by
the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF).
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Background

We assume as known the basic concepts of Formal Concept Analysis (FCA). [3, 11]

2.1

Simplification logic and closures

We summarize the axiomatic system of Simplification Logic for Functional Dependencies SLF D equivalent to the well-know Armstrong’s Axioms. It avoids the use of
transitivity and is guided by the idea of simplifying the set of implications by efficiently
removing redundant attributes inside the implications [1]. We define SLF D as the pair
(LF D , SF D ) where the axiomatic system SF D has the following axiom scheme and
inference rules. The third rule is named Simplification rule and it is the core of SLF D :
[Ref]

[Frag]
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A→B ∪ C
A→B

[Comp]

A⊇B
A→B

A→B, C→D
A ∪ C→B ∪ D

[Simp]

A→B, C→D
A ∪ (C r B)→D

Obtaining basis from minimal generators

As stated in the introduction, the goal of this position paper can be considered one step
beyond the work presented in [2], where we illustrated the use of the Simplification
paradigm to guide the search of all minimal generator sets.
Our main goal is studied here: a method to get a Duquenne-Guigues basis given
the set of all the minimal generators and its corresponding closed sets.
Based on the properties of minimal generators - closed sets and in SLF D , we propose an operator that characterizes when it is possible to remove redundant attributes in
a set of implications. The exhaustive application of this result produces a reduced implication set and, in some cases, with an empty right-hand side. These implications are
removed from the output set, returning a Duquenne-Guigues basis (see Theorem 3.4).
Thus, summarizing our proposal, from a set of (minimal generators, closed set) the
method returns a Duquenne-Guigues basis.
Theorem 3.1 Let hA ∪ B, Ai, hC ∪ D, Ci be two pairs obtained using MinGen algorithm [2] 1 where A, C are minimal generators and A ∪ B, C ∪ D are closed sets. In
this situation, the following implications are valid: {A→B, C→D}
If A ⊆ C, then the following equivalence holds:
{A→B, C→D} ≡ {A→B, (C ∪ B)→(D r B)}

(3.1)

Notice that (C ∪ B ∪ D r B) is a closed set.
The above equivalence (3.1), infers the definition of an operator that reduces the set
of implications if we apply it exhaustively.
1 Closed

sets - minimal generators can be calculated using others methods well known.

Definition 3.2 Let hA ∪ B, Ai, hC ∪ D, Ci be two pairs obtained using MinGen algorithm and let Γ = {A→B, C→D} be the corresponding equivalent set of implications.
We define the following operator:
Υ(A→B, C→D) = {A→B, C ∪ B→D r B}
This operator is applied only when A ⊆ C. We traverse the set of implications and
for any two implications we check whether A ⊆ C or C ⊆ A, applying the operator if
it is the case. We have developed in Prolog this operator.
In the following definition, we present the way in which the Υ operator will be
applied to a set of implications. The way in which we check both inclusions of the left
hand sides of the implications, reduces the traversing of the Γ set because we compare
each implication only with all later implications in the Γ set.
Definition 3.3 Let Γ = {A1 →B1 , A2 →B2 . . . An →Bn } be a set of implications. We
define the application of the operator Υ to a set of implications as its exhaustive application as follows: Υ(Γ) = {Υ(Ai , Aj ), i=1. . . n-1, j=i+1. . . n}
Theorem 3.4 Let Φ = (hC1 , mg(C1 )i, hC2 , mg(C2 )i, . . .) be a set where Ci is a
closed set of attributes and mg(Ci ) = {D : D is a mingen and D+ = Ci }. And let
Γ = {A1 →B1 , . . .} the set of implications deduced from Φ. The operator Υ(Γ) renders the Duquenne-Guigues basis equivalent to Γ.
The proof aries from the transformation made with the Υ operator, which completes
the left-hand side to be a pseudo-intent and remove implications from the original set
to get minimal cardinality.
Example 3.1 Let Γ = {b→acef, ad→ef, abd→cef } a set of implications equivalent
to the following set of closed sets and their minimal generators = {habcdef, {abd}i,
hadef, {ad}i, habcef, {b}i, h∅, {∅}i}. Applying exhaustively the Υ operator to any
pair of implications of Γ we get the following set of implications, which conforms with
a Duquenne-Guigues basis.
Γ0 = {b→acef, ad→e}

4

Conclusions and future works

In this paper we present an operator which allows the transformation of a set of implications builds over the set of all minimal generators into a Duquenne-Guigues basis.
The first step is to use MinGen Algorithm introduced in [2] to compute all minimal
generators corresponding to an arbitrary set of implications. A deep study about the
soundness, completeness, and complexity of the algorithms proposed are the plan of
work that we sketch in this proposal paper. In the future, our interest is to achieve a
basis not only with minimal cardinality in the number of implications but also with
minimal size in the attributes inside of the implications. The operator defined in this
work is the first step in this direction.
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